A Note from

Maggie Tokuda-Hall
This story means a lot to me. It’s about my grandparents, so naturally it does. It makes
me feel closer to them, to my mother’s history, the history I’ll teach my own son about.
But more importantly, it helps me understand our nation.
There is a story Tama told me a few times while she was alive, about a jar of orange
marmalade a friend brought to her in Minidoka. It was so exciting—she and all her
friends passed it around and ate it in small spoonfuls, relishing the sweetness they
were denied every day.
And there is, of course, the story of her and George falling in love.
These stories are essential to me because they tell me two things about the United States of America. First,
they tell me that we are a country defined by racism. There is no demographic, no ancestry our nation can claim
that is not in some way shaped by racism—to deny this unifying characteristic of our history is a lie at best, a
bludgeon used to force people back into pain and silence and disenfranchisement and even death at worst.
The US history of racism is not one that ends with the civil rights movement, nor with the reparations paid to
my own family for internment, nor with Kamala Harris. It continues now on our borders, with children locked
in cages and torn from their families for the crime of wanting to be American. It continues on our streets when
Black folk are murdered by the police. It continues in Muslim bans, in reservations, in mass incarceration, in
medical apartheid, in food deserts, and in voter suppression.
And yet despite this, we find joy.
This is not to excuse the racism, nor to say it was ever “worth it,” or to minimize the loss and suffering and
violence it has wrought. It is simply to reflect on the great strength of Americans, our impossible capacity for joy.
I think of my grandmother licking marmalade from a spoon and of her sharing that taste of freedom with her
friends.
This reminds me that for every ounce of hate, there is one of love to match it. And while it is always easier to
destroy than it is to build, stories like that of my grandparents remind me to hope.
“The miracle is in all of us,” Tama said. And she was right.
Because if they could fall in love while locked away in a prison camp, their educations
arrested, their dreams for their futures dashed, their homes lost, their dignity stolen, and
their lives all but stopped, what else can we do?
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